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COMPLIANCE. CONFIDENCE. CONTINUITY.
Protecting data and ensuring continuity of operations are essential at every level of government. ESET technology helps you meet the need, even as budgetary restrictions require you to
make-do with legacy technologies, and an increasingly mobile work force is pushing you to embrace new ones. ESET gives you the latest in data protection and control, with a light footprint that extends the life of
legacy systems while supporting mobile platforms. And by supporting you with services and guidance such as compliance readiness, ESET gives you confidence in providing anytime-anywhere access so your workers
can keep delivering essential services.

Knowledge of
government security

Superior protection
and speed

Leadership in public
sector initiatives

ESET experts are engaged in government security initiatives
and understand the challenges that you face.

Fast scanning, low system-resource utilization and support for
older systems mean you can continue to serve citizens safely
with current hardware.

ESET security experts play key roles in formulating security
standards for protecting government data and operations.

	
Rapidly changing and escalating threats, heightened
recognition of malware infection as a critical threat,
and mandates to improve cybersecurity of critical
infrastructure.
Adherence to standards such as the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework, and FISMA guidelines for continuously
monitoring threats.
	Increase in telecommuting and use of mobile technologies,
and need to secure those devices.

Award-winning, best-in-class scanning and detection.
“Real-time” monitoring and proactive detection with
advanced heuristics that anticipate new viruses before they
can infiltrate and harm systems.
Two-factor authentication for access control, protecting
against unauthorized users entering passwords that might
have been stolen or guessed.

	Data control of sensitive materials to protect the national
interest as well as the personal data of citizens.

	FIPS 140-2 Level 1 Validated encryption to protect
confidential data stored on removable drives, laptop hard
drives or transmitted in email messages.

	Budgetary restrictions that force delays in new system
procurement and drive interest in cloud solutions.

	Remote configuration management and monitoring via
easy-to-read dashboards displaying real-time status.

NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Executive Order 13636
directs NIST to work with stakeholders to develop a framework
for reducing cyber risks to critical infrastructure. ESET experts
have hosted webinars, participated in workshops, and
contributed extensive comments to the framework draft.
Cyber Center of Excellence. In its North American
headquarters city of San Diego—home to many military
installations as well as academic institutions and technology
companies—ESET is leading a public/private partnership
dedicated to accelerating cyber innovation.
Securing Our eCity. This initiative guided the formation of a
non-profit organization that assists businesses and the public
to be better prepared for a safer cyber experience in rapidly
changing, technology-driven environments.
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Services from ESET and our partners complement our software and
deliver a turnkey solution.

Bundled solutions give you the flexibility to implement an ESET security solution to fit your needs now, and to add,
renew and upgrade as your technology needs evolve.

Auditing and Consultation Services

ESET Endpoint Protection Standard

ESET Endpoint Protection Advanced

Review and make recommendations to mitigate current and future
risks, including those related to data breaches.

Implementation and Support Services

Keep your network clean and protect your endpoints (computers,
smartphones, tablets and file servers) against emerging threats
and data theft with security that is easily manageable from a
single console.

Build on the security of Endpoint Protection Standard by adding
a firewall, antispam and URL filtering—implementing additional
layers of protection for your school’s network and authorized
mobile devices.

Provide everything from installation and customization to training
and technical support, conducted on-site or remotely.

ESET Secure Business

ESET Secure Enterprise

Protect all computers, laptops, mobile devices and file servers—
and prevent email-borne malware and phishing messages from
reaching them—with Mail Security that hardens your network
with an extra line of defense.

Choose this option if you operate your own Internet gateway
server. Safeguard your HTTP/FTP communications and block
malware at your network perimeter while maximally protecting
endpoints and servers.

Malware Removal
Expertly cleanses infected systems.

Rip-and-Replace
Streamlines the migration to an ESET-secured environment,
taking full advantage of light-footprint performance by removing
unnecessary remnants of previous security software.

IDC recommends turnkey
solutions; ESET delivers
Independent analyst firm IDC has identified the following
as capabilities that government agencies need as part of a
cybersecurity software offering.
Software support combined with security services. With
free business support plus professional services, ESET delivers
complete packages that serve your agency at multiple levels.
Integrated offerings. As government IT environments grow
in complexity, ESET’s dashboard-like views let you manage all of
your ESET security software through a single pane of glass.
Proactive and preventive tools and support. In an
increasingly hostile threat landscape, software support and
professional services prevent new threats from impacting your
IT environment.
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